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Israel Trip FAQs 

Are there cheaper Israel trips? 

Yes. However, ours lasts longer than some trips and includes the ancient city of Petra. We also 

are using first rate air travel and excellent hotels. (Some trips stay fewer days, use less reliable 

airlines, and cheaper hotels). We are working hard to make this a legacy, once-in-a-lifetime trip. 

Is this trip safe? 

Yes. We are not going to places with known issues requiring extra security. The reality on the 

ground is that the country is a safe destination for tourists because Israel is a world leader in 

security and safety. Our guide(s) are in constant contact with Israeli tour managers who give 

updates on all kinds of news and information, from traffic congestion to potential safety issues. 

The Obed Project’s motto is “Adventure without Danger.” 

Can I make installment payments for the trip? 

Yes. The first will be due around April 1 ($300) and two others due sometime before September 

1, 2018. These dates are tentative and will depend on details once we get a firm quote from the 

airlines. We will also have an option of creating 4 installments if the group wants. 

Regarding money: What is the best way to travel - Credit Card, Debit Card, cash exchanged in 

advance? 

Most credit cards are excepted, US dollars work almost everywhere, and there will be 

opportunities to exchange money if you like. 

Is trip insurance available? 

Yes. Our friends at the Obed Project have a relationship with “World Travel Mates,” and travel 

agent Cathy Reavis is your contact there (www.worldtravelmates.com; 704-697-1501). More 

information coming. 

We talked about trip insurance, which we assume has to do with cancellation. But is there 
trip insurance option(s) that covers medical issues while there? 
 
You can purchase insurance with a multitude of options including medical. 

Do I need a current U.S. Passport? 

Yes. Check yours and begin the process of renewing (or getting a new one) right away. Your 

passport must be valid until 4/23/19 (Israeli requirement). 
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In addition to a passport, what else is needed, if anything? (For example, we will be travelling 

to Jordan. Any other ID or paper requirements, Visa, etc.)? 

A valid passport is all you need. 

Do I need a power adaptor and/or a converter? 

Yes. Israel operates on 220v and you’ll need an adaptor (marked “Middle East”) plus a 

converter IF your items do not have the 220 option. The label on your device will help 

determine if a voltage converter/transformer is necessary.  

What about personal electronics/smartphones? 

You’re welcome to bring them, but they will likely need a power converter for charging. 

What about cellular phone service? 

Unlocked smartphones can be outfitted with a pre-paid SIM card beforehand, or purchased 

once you’re in Israel. Locked phone owners will need to arrange for international plans/minutes 

with their carriers. Take note: Roaming charges are very expensive. Wireless internet is 

available in many places we’ll visit. 

How much luggage can I bring? 

Bring one large suitcase and one carry-on (purses do not count as a carry-on). Airlines charge 

more for extra/overweight luggage. The bus has limited room and you’ll be much happier with 

one piece of luggage less than 50 lbs. Most people tend to overpack. Remember that Israel is a 

casual country. 

What will the weather be like in Israel in October? 

Highs in the 70s. Jerusalem itself reports lows in the upper 50s with a small chance of 

occasional rain. The Dead Sea/Masada region and Eilat will be much warmer, perhaps even hot, 

but quite dry. Petra is likely to be in the mid-70s and quite dry. 

What happens in case of medical emergency? 

Each person is responsible to their own medical costs incurred during the trip. We may also be 

traveling with some medical professional(s) in our group. Excellent health care is available while 

in Israel. 

Taking prescriptions and medication on the trip - How does that work? 

There is no problem for bringing prescription medication. Our understanding is that you can 

bring it in your carry-on. 
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Special dietary needs - How are they dealt with? 

We know that gluten-free can be accommodated, but would need to know about specific 

and/or severe dietary needs in order to get those questions answered in advance.  

What about medical requirements, shots, etc., needed before going? 

No special shots or inoculations are needed. 

Can the itinerary or schedule change? 

Yes. Your trip will be much more pleasant if you are flexible. Reasons may include speed of the 

group, teaching/worship times, traffic, local schedule changes, etc. We may also hear of an 

opportunity not on the itinerary that we can take advantage of if we’re flexible. 

Will there be a lot of walking? 

Yes. Bring good shoes, sunglasses/sunscreen, hat, etc. But there are plenty of options for some 

people to rest while others go ahead/return. For those people who want to walk in the 

Hezekiah Tunnel in Jerusalem, some inexpensive water shoes will be very helpful. 

What about the “service project”? 

During our time in Jerusalem, we have the option of participating in an actual archeological 

project where we will assist with the sifting of materials found on the Temple Mount. The 

activity lasts about 2 hours and includes a presentation from an archeologist. Other service 

projects are also available and we will get you information about additional options. 

The material says that all tips are included. Does that really include all tips-- all the guides, 

hotel staff, etc.? 

All tips are included in the price.  

What about guides using microphones/headsets on walking tours? Will we be using 

headphones to hear the guide if our group gets spread out? 

Yes. This tour uses microphones/headsets. 

On the itinerary, there is something called the "Dead Sea Experience.” What is it? 

The DSE is allowing time to float in the Dead Sea, book a spa treatment if you like (each person 

pays individually for treatments they want), relax by the pool, etc. 

Will there be AC in all hotels and all busses?  

Yes, there is AC on the buses and in the hotels. There are certain times of the year when some 

hotels turn off their AC, depending on the climate. 
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Regarding Eilat - Will there be a chance to go scuba diving/swimming/submersible? 

If we leave Jerusalem early enough in the morning there will be free time to do these things. 

Our final, set itinerary will determine that timing.  

If someone wanted to be in the country longer, is it possible to go over early or stay and leave 

after our group has gone back home? 

Yes, but we would need to know about special travel deviation requests as early in the process 

as possible.  

Would non-Christians or Jews like this trip? 

Our trip, printed material, the devotionals, and teaching/sharing times will be given from a 

Christian perspective and, obviously, there will be a lot of talk about Jesus. Anyone of any faith 

tradition (or lack thereof) will be loved and welcome, but they would need to understand that 

the trip is being conducted in an evangelical, Christian context. 

Who is my main contact for information, questions, etc.? 

Dr. Chris Alford. His assistant and our local (NorCal) trip coordinator is Linnette Hubbard. You 

are also welcome to contact our trip’s co-leader, Dr. Teresa Gardner.  

Pastor Chris Alford: 
PastorChris@Epiclesis.org 
(916) 765-2901 
 
Dr. Teresa Gardner: 
TGardner.RDM@Mindspring.com 
(704) 564-8336 
 
Israel Trip Local Coordinator/Assistant to Pastor Chris: 
Linnette Hubbard 
Lmhubbard39@sbcglobal.net 
(916) 715-4963 


